Adult Obesity KQ 2 Treatment Excluded Studies List

No weight outcomes for population of interest


Camhi SM, Stefanick ML, Katzmarzyk PT, and Young DR. Metabolic syndrome and changes in body fat from a low-fat diet and/or exercise randomized controlled trial. Obesity. 2010;18(3):548-54.


**Intervention type does not meet criteria**


No true control group


Kontogianni MD, Liatis S, Grammatikou S, Perrea D, Katsilambros N, and Makrilakis K. Changes in dietary habits and their association with metabolic markers after a non-intensive, community-based lifestyle


Citations from the USPSTF Review considered for Adult Obesity Review but did not meet criteria

Mensink M, Blaak EE, Corpeleijn E, Saris WH, de Bruin TW, and Feskens EJ. Lifestyle intervention according to general recommendations improves glucose tolerance. Obes Res. 2003;11(12):1588-96.

